
In Genesis 2, the attention is definitely

centered upon this earth. We have just mentioned the verses which deal with

the universe as whole. From most of the Bible mainly with this present earth,

from Genesis 1:2 iocto the rest ofthe chaer, it is dealing with God's handling of

this earth, and shows the development thereof. Only a very brief summary of it
what

is given, yet it contains a number of features' which are very Eba different from/any.

man would have, been apt to have thought out of his head, and it is amazing cx

" at how many points present theories of science fit with the statements of Genesis.

" There is nothing that is defnitely provable.by science which contradicts any state

ment of Genesis. Many of the present scientiftr theories may be completely abandoned

within the next few years. We should not say that scientific theories are
. . , . . because

proven by their xiie similarities to Genesis, other theories may'yet be

advanced which may fit' the statements in Genesis even more closely. However, it.
the..

. "
as

is ,a marvellous evdience of/fact, that the. Bible is dependable, that/science advances

it so often makes discoveries which fit in with previously-with statements of

Gmem in Genesis, which previously would have been considered very strange,

and gives further' evidence that God was indeed speaking through Moses, and in

what he said about the universe and about ikx planet. Jesus said, If I told you

earthly things, and yet you do not believe, how could you believe when I tell
of

"
you

'
heavenly things? The Bible tells 'us of physical things and as knowledge

advances we find case After case where the statements of the' Bible seem to "

have suggested already the things.cience is newly discovering. The main purpose '

of the Bible is not to give us physical things, but to give us the great spiritul

" teachings upon which the issues of the eternal life x depend. If we can believe

" "
the X2ec Bible as we can so definitely physical things, how much more should

we put more faith upon it in spiritual matters 2
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